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Abstract

The UNED-NLP Group1 Recognizing
Textual Entailment System is based on the
use of a broad-coverage parser to extract
dependency relations and a module which
obtains lexical entailment relations from
WordNet. The work aims at comparing
whether the matching of dependency trees
substructures give better evidence of en-
tailment than the matching of plain text
alone.

1 Introduction

The system of the UNED-NLP Group which has
taken part in the 2005 PASCAL2 Recognizing Tex-
tual Entailment Challenge is a proposal towards the
resolution of the Recognizing Textual Entailment
(RTE) problem. The present approach explores the
possibilities of matching between dependency trees
of text and hypothesis. System’s components are the
following:

1. A dependency parser, based on Lin’sMinipar
(Lin, 1998), which normalizes data from the
corpus of text and hypothesis pairs, accom-
plishes the dependency analysis and creates
into memory appropriated structures to repre-
sent it.

1Natural Language Processing and Information Re-
trieval Group at the Spanish Distance Learning University.
http://nlp.uned.es/

2Pattern Analysis, Statistical Modelling and
Computational Learning Network of Excellence.
http://www.pascal-network.org/

2. A lexical entailment module, which takes the
information given by the parser and returns hy-
pothesis’ nodes entailed by the text.

3. A matching evaluation module, which searches
for paths into hypothesis’ dependency tree,
conformed by the lexically entailed nodes.

Section 2 shows how lexical entailment is accom-
plished. Section 3 presents the methodology fol-
lowed to evaluate matching between dependency
trees. Section 4 describes some experiments and
their results. Finally, some conclusions are given.

2 Lexical Entailment

After the dependency parsing, a module of lexical
entailment is applied over the nodes of both text and
hypothesis. The output of this module is a list of
pairs (T,H) whereT is a node in the text’s depen-
dency tree whose lexical unit entails the lexical unit
of the nodeH in the hypothesis’ dependency tree.
This entailment at the word level considersWord-
Net relations, detection ofWordNetmultiwords and
negation, as follows:

2.1 Synonymy and Similarity

The lexical unitT entails the lexical unitH if they
can besynonymsaccording toWordNetor if there is
a relation ofsimilarity between them. Some exam-
ples were found in the PASCAL Challenge training
corpus such as, for example:discoverand reveal,
obtain and receive, lift and rise, allow and grant,
etcetera.



2.2 Hyponymy and WordNet Entailment

Hyponymyand entailment are relations between
WordNet synsetshaving a transitive property. The
entailment predicate between twosynsetswas im-
plemented according to these relations as the search-
ing of a path fromsynsetST to synsetSH , in
which hyponymyandWordNet entailmentrelations
between intermediatesynsetsare considered in the
direction fromST to SH . Then, the lexical unitT
entails the lexical unitH if there is a path from one
synsetof T to onesynsetof H. Some examples af-
ter processing the training corpus of PASCAL Chal-
lenge are:glucoseentailssugar (i.e. glucoseis a
hyponym ofsugar), crudeentailsoil, deathentails
kill .

2.3 Multiwords

The recognition of multiwords cannot be a previous
to lemmatization and parsing step, so a pre and a
post processing must be performed in order to avoid
errors in the processing. For example, the recogni-
tion of the multiwordcamedownrequires the previ-
ous obtention of the lemmacome, because the mul-
tiword present inWordNetis comedown.

The variation of multiwords is not due only to
lemmatization. Sometimes there are some char-
acters that change as, for example, a dot in an
acronym or a proper noun with different wordings.
For this reason, a fuzzy matching between can-
didate andWordNetmultiwords was implemented
using the Levenshtein’s edit distance (1965). If
the two strings differ in less than 10%, then the
matching is permitted. For example, the multiword
Japanisecapital in hypothesis 345 of the training
corpus is translated into theWordNet multiword
Japanesecapital, allowing the entailment between
Tokyo and it. Some other examples of entailment af-
ter multiword recognition are, regarding synonymy,
blood glucose and blood sugar, Hamas and Is-
lamic ResistanceMovement, ArmedIslamic Group
and GIA and, regarding hyponymy,war crime en-
tailscrime, melanomaentailsskin cancer.

2.4 Negation and Antonymy

Negation is detected after searching leaves with a
negation relation in the dependency tree. This nega-
tion relation is then propagated to its ancestors until

the head. For example, Figures 1 and 2 show an
excerpt of the dependency trees for the training ex-
amples 74 and 78 respectivelly. Negation at node 11
of text 74 is propagated to node 10 (neg(will)) and
node 12 (neg(change)). Negation at node 6 of text
78 is propagated to node 5 (neg(be)).

Entailment is not possible between a lexical unit
and its negation. For example, before considering
negation, node 5 in text 78 (be) entails node 4 in
hypothesis 78 (be). Now, this entailment is not pos-
sible.

Text 74: ...minister says his country will not change its plan...

7: says
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6: minister 12: change
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9: country

8: his

10: will

11: not

14: plan

13: its

Hypothesis 74: South Korea continues to send troops

3: continues
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2: Korea

1: South

5: send

�� HH
4: to 6: troops

Figure 1: Dependency trees for pair 74 from training
corpus.

Text 78: Clinton’s new book is not big seller here

5: is
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4: book

�� HH
1: Clinton

2: ’s

3: new

6: not 8: seller

7: big

9: here

Hypothesis 78: Clinton’s book is a big seller

4: is

��� HHH
3: book

1: Clinton

2: ’s

7: seller
�� HH

5: a 6: big

Figure 2: Dependency trees for pair 78 from training
corpus.

The entailment between nodes affected by nega-
tion is implemented considering the antonymy rela-
tion of WordNet, and applying the previous process-
ing to them (sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3). For example,



since node 12 in text 74 is negated (neg(change)),
the antonyms ofchangeare considered in the entail-
ment relations between text and hypothesis. Thus,
neg(change)in text entailscontinuein the hypoth-
esis because the antonym ofchange, stay, is a syn-
onym ofcontinue.

3 Matching between Dependency Trees

Dependency trees give a structured representation
for every text and hypothesis. Matching between de-
pendency trees can give an idea about how semanti-
cally similar are two text snippets; this is because a
certain semantic information is implicitly contained
into dependency trees. The technique used to eval-
uate matching between dependency trees is inspired
in Lin’s proposal (Lin, 2001). The initial idea was
to use a very simple matching algorithm, focused
on searching for all the branches starting at any leaf
from hypothesis’ tree and showing a matching with
any branch from text’s tree. Hence, a hypothesis’
matching branch is defined as the one whose all
nodes show a lexical entailment with nodes from a
branch of the correspondent text.

The existence or not of an entailment relation
from a text to its correspondent hypothesis was de-
termined by means of their similarity. Similarity
between text and hypothesis is defined as the pro-
portion of hypothesis’ nodes pertaining to match-
ing branches. From the results obtained against
the training corpus, it was empirically determined
a threshold for that similarity value. Best accuracy
for the system was obtained when 50% was assigned
as threshold value. Hence, it was said that a text en-
tailed a hypothesis if hypothesis’ dependency tree
showed a percentage of matching nodes greater or
equal than 50%. If that percentage was less than
50% it was said that no entailment existed from text
to hypothesis.

4 Experiments

Along the development time of the proposed system
some experiments were accomplished in order to ob-
tain feedback about succesive improvements made
to it. For this purpose, several baseline systems –
whose results against the training corpus were com-
pared – were developed.

4.1 Baselines

Two different baselines were generated in order
to analyse the behaviour of the proposed system
against the training corpus. Since lexical entailment
is previous to matching between dependency trees,
two more simple systems were developed to obtain
the mentioned baselines:

• Baseline system I calculated the ratio of words
from the hypothesis which appeared into the
text.

• Baseline system II computed the ratio of lem-
mas from the hypothesis which are entailed by
any lemma from the text.

In all cases the classification threshold was 50%, as
explained in section 3.

4.2 Results over the Training Corpus

The proposed system and the baselines show similar
results. Accuracy, calculated for every type of appli-
cation setting, ranges between 46.67% and 55.56%,
except for comparable documents (CD), showing
76.29%, 71.13% and 80.41% accuracy for baseline
system I, baseline system II and proposed system,
respectively. The overall results are 54.95%, 55.48%
and 56.36% accuracy for baseline system I, baseline
system II and proposed system, respectively.

4.3 Official Results at the Challenge

Since up to two runs were admitted for submission,
it was decided to prepare a third baseline to compare
the system against the test corpus. For this base-
line system III, queries toWordNetwere not used
but only coincidence between lemmas from text and
hypothesis. Hence, one of the submitted runs was
generated by this latter baseline system.

The proposed system was refined for its run
against the test corpus. This last implementation
searched forsubjector object relations along hy-
pothesis’ matching branches, requiring also a match-
ing between these relations.

Accuracy, calculated for every type of application
setting, ranges between 42.55% and 55.83%, except
for CD, showing 79.33% and 78.67% accuracy for
baseline system III and proposed system, respec-
tively. The overall results are 55.75% and 54.75%



accuracy for baseline system III and proposed sys-
tem, respectively.

The behaviour of both systems is similar to the
ones executed against the training corpus. However,
consideration ofsubjectandobjectrelations cause a
slight decrease of accuracy.

5 Analysis and Conclusions

Results show that a matching-based approach (as
shown here) is not enough to tackle appropriately
the problem except, perhaps, for CD tasks.

The analysis of cases shows that a high lexical
overlap does not mean a semantic entailment and a
low lexical overlap does not mean different seman-
tics. Both lexical and syntactic issues to be improved
have been detected.

Some kind of paraphrasing between n-grams
would be useful; for example, in pair 963 of the
training corpus is necessary to detect the equiva-
lence betweensame-sexandgay or lesbian; or, in
pair 1284, come into conflict withandattacksmust
be detected as equivalent. Previous work has been
developed; for example, Szpektor et al. (2004)
propose a web-based method to acquire entailment
relations; Barzilay and Lee (2003) use multiple-
sentence alignment to learn paraphrases in an un-
supervised way; Hermjakob et al. (2002) show
how WordNetcan be extended as a reformulation
resource; Pang et al. (2003) represent paraphrases
as word lattices; Tomuro (2003) studies the case of
question paraphrases.

Other problem is that, in certain cases, a high
matching between hypothesis’ nodes and text’s
nodes is given but, simultaneously, hypothesis’
branches match with disperse text’s branches; then,
syntactic relations between subestructures of the text
and the hypothesis must be analyzed in order to de-
termine the existence of an entailment. This fact
suggests to accomplish an in-depth treatment of syn-
tactic relations.

3Text 96: The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court has
cleared the way for lesbian and gay couples in the state to marry,
ruling that government attorneys “failed to identify any consti-
tutionally adequate reason” to deny them the right.
Hypothesis 96:U.S. Supreme Court in favor of same-sex mar-
riage

4Text 128:Hippos do come into conflict with people quite
often.
Hypothesis 128:Hippopotamus attacks human.

Hence, it is observed that for RTE is necessary
to tackle a wide set of linguistic phenomena in a
specific way, at the lexical level and at the syntac-
tic level.
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